Stratego was created by Dutchman Jacques Johan
Mogendorff before 1942, when the name was
officially registered by a Dutch company. Stratego
has been licensed to different manufacturers and
distributors over the years, the most recent being
PlayMonster for the U.S. and Canada.
Before the early 1960s, Stratego pieces were
made of cardboard and then wood. Interestingly,
the wood pieces had no bases, so they often fell
over, which would be detrimental to game play
by revealing what pieces were to the opponent!
When pieces began being made from plastic, the
design also changed to feature a base, which
made pieces much sturdier. Later, American
editions had even sturdier bases and included
colorful stickers for the ranks instead of images
imprinted on the plastic, playing up the eyecatching artwork.
In the 1960s and 1970s, European versions of
Stratego gave the Marshal the highest rank, while
American versions give the Marshal the lowest
rank. Today versions of the game in the U.S. have
now adopted the European ranking system, which
caused an uproar among American players who
grew up with the different ranking system. The
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nostalgic factor is high with Stratego and all of
its versions!
A plant’s stem is its foundation – the underlying
support structure
and the area for growth. Similarly, STEM-based education and
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To create.
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